EXPOSE POTENTIAL WAR CRIMES IN UKRAINE WITH PHOTO AND VIDEO EVIDENCE

Download the eyeWitness to Atrocities app from Google Play to capture verifiable footage for justice.

**WHAT TO CAPTURE?**

Provide context: short video of the area

**Victims:**
- Photos of the full body of the victims
- Photos of injuries: open wounds, fractures, burns, amputations, death

Physical evidence: blood splatters, other bodily fluids...

Other features: clothing, insignias, personal IDs and ID badges...

**Weapons and ammunitions:**
- Photos of missile casings, shrapnel, cartridge cases...
- Photos of markings

Top tip! Show size of ammunitions by placing an object next to them

**Objects:**
- Photos of damage or destruction: shattered windows, damaged doors, gates, and fences, damaged walls...

Other features: identifying signs, road signs...

**CRIMES AGAINST PERSONS**
- Injuries
- Killings

**CRIMES AGAINST OBJECTS**
- Damage
- Destruction

Civilian objects are protected in armed conflicts
- This includes: houses, shops, offices, non-military factories...

Other protected objects
- Medical facilities and means of transport
- Cultural sites
- Objects necessary to civilians’ survival: food, crops, water supplies...
- Dangerous installations: nuclear stations, dams...
- Environment

Other protected categories
- Journalists
- Medical personnel
- Humanitarian and relief personnel
- Wounded and sick persons
- Internally displaced persons

**Civilians are protected in armed conflicts**
- Civilians not taking part in hostilities
- Children

Seek informed consent to photograph victims

Do not touch ammunitions

eyeWitness to Atrocities works with documenters to capture verifiable audio-visual evidence and ensure that perpetrators of mass atrocities are held accountable.